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Abstract
For a block B of a finite group we prove that k(B) ≤ (detC−1)/l(B)+l(B) ≤ detC where k(B) (respectively
l(B)) is the number of irreducible ordinary (respectively Brauer) characters of B, and C is the Cartan matrix
of B. As an application, we show that Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture holds for every block with abelian defect
group D and inertial quotient T provided there exists an element u ∈ D such that CT (u) acts freely on
D/〈u〉. This gives a new proof of Brauer’s Conjecture for abelian defect groups of rank at most 2. We also
prove the conjecture in case l(B) ≤ 3.
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1 Introduction
The present paper continues former work [22, 23] by the author. We consider p-blocks B of finite groups with
respect to an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. Let k(B) be the number of irreducible ordinary
characters in B, and let l(B) be the corresponding number of irreducible Brauer characters in B. Then the
decomposition matrix Q of B has size k(B)× l(B) and gives a connection between the ordinary characters and
the Brauer characters. It is known that Q is a non-negative integral matrix such that every row contains at
least one non-zero entry. On the other hand, the Cartan matrix C of B has a unique largest elementary divisor
pd which coincides with the order of a defect group of B.
The main theme of this article is the investigation of the relation between k(B) and pd coming from the matrix
factorization C = QTQ (here QT denotes the transpose of Q). This is motivated by a sixty years old conjecture
by Richard Brauer [3] which asserts that k(B) ≤ pd.
In the first part we study properties of Q which eventually lead to an upper bound on k(B) in terms of the
determinant of C. This is of interest, since detC is determined locally via lower defect groups. As a natural next
step we analyze the sharpness of this bound. Similar ideas lead to improvements of results by Olsson [18] and
Brandt [2]. Finally, in the last section we apply these ideas to major subsections, and in particular, to blocks
with abelian defect groups. Most of the notation is standard and can be found in Feit’s book [5] for instance.
We denote a cyclic group of order n by Zn, and for convenience, Z
m
n := Zn × . . .× Zn (m factors).
2 Determinants of Cartan matrices
It is well known that the decomposition matrix Q of a block B of a finite group does not have block diagonal
shape. We show that this remains true if we consider Q with respect to an arbitrary basic set. This is a partial
answer to a question raised in [22] which suffices for our purpose. Recall that a basic set is a basis for the Z-
module of generalized Brauer characters (see [5, p. 148]). The decomposition matrix with respect to a different
basic set can be expressed as QS where S ∈ GL(l(B),Z).
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Definition 1. A matrix Q ∈ Zk×l is decomposable if there exists a matrix S ∈ GL(l,Z) such that QS =(
M1 0
0 M2
)
where M1 ∈ Z
k′×l′ and M2 ∈ Z
(k−k′)×(l−l′) for some 0 < k′ < k and 0 < l′ < l. Otherwise, Q is
indecomposable.
Proposition 2. The decomposition matrix of a block of a finite group is indecomposable.
Proof. Let B be a block of a finite group with decomposition matrix Q and Cartan matrix C = QTQ. Assume
that Q is decomposable. Then, after changing the basic set, we may assume that Q =
(
Q1 0
0 Q2
)
. We consider
the contribution matrix M := (mij) = QC
−1QT which does not depend on the basic set. Let χ ∈ Irr(B) be
a character of height 0. Without loss of generality, suppose that χ corresponds to a row of Q1. Choose any
character ψ ∈ Irr(B) which corresponds to a row of Q2. Since C
−1 also has block diagonal shape, mχψ = 0.
This contradicts [5, Theorem V.9.5].
Lemma 3. Let Q be an integral k × l matrix without vanishing rows. Then det(QTQ) = 0 or
det(QTQ) ≥ k − l + 1
Proof. Let Q = (qij). By the Cauchy-Binet formula (see e. g. [8, Theorem 13.8.2]) we have
det(QTQ) =
∑
V⊆{1,...,k},
|V |=l
(detQTV )(detQV ) =
∑
V⊆{1,...,k},
|V |=l
(detQV )
2 (1)
where QV := (qij : i ∈ V, j = 1, . . . , l). We may assume that detQV 6= 1 for some V , say V = {1, . . . , l}. Now
consider a row rj of Q for l < j ≤ k. Suppose that detQV ′ = 0 for all V
′ ⊆ {1, . . . , k} such that j ∈ V ′ and
|V ′ ∩{1, . . . , l}| = l− 1. Then rj can be expressed by a rational linear combination of any l− 1 rows taken from
the first l rows. Since the first l rows of Q are linearly independent, this gives the contradiction rj = 0 ∈ Z
l.
Hence we can find a subset V ′ as above such that detQV ′ 6= 0. Since this can be done for every j with l < j ≤ k,
the claim follows from (1).
Lemma 4. Let Q ∈ Zk×l be an indecomposable matrix of rank l without vanishing rows. Let C := QTQ. Then
detC ≥ l(k − l) + 1
and
min{det(C)xC−1xT : 0 6= x ∈ Zl} ≥ l.
Proof. In the first step we reduce the situation such that all elementary divisors of Q are 1. Certainly, we
can replace Q by QS where S ∈ GL(l,Z). Now assume that the greatest common divisor d of the entries in
the first column of Q is greater than 1. Dividing this column by d gives a new matrix Q˜ with the same k
and l, but d2 det C˜ = detC where C˜ := Q˜TQ˜. If C−1 = (cij) and C˜
−1 = (c˜ij), then c˜ij = d
δ1i+δ1j cij . For
x = (x1, . . . , xl) ∈ Z
l let x˜ := (x1, dx2, dx3, . . . , dxl). Then
det(C)xC−1xT = det(C˜)x˜C˜−1x˜T.
In particular,
min{det(C˜)xC˜−1xT : 0 6= x ∈ Zl} ≤ min{det(C)xC−1xT : 0 6= x ∈ Zl}.
Hence, after replacing Q by Q˜ and repeating this process, we may assume that all elementary divisors of Q
equal 1.
Now we argue by induction on k. In case k = 1 we have l = 1 and the result is obvious. Let k ≥ 2. Let r be the
first row of Q, and let Q1 be the matrix obtained from Q by removing r. If Q1 has rank less than l, replace Q by
QS (S ∈ GL(l,Z)) such that at least one column of Q1 vanishes. This means that one column of Q has only one
non-zero entry. Since all elementary divisors of Q are 1, this entry must be ±1. But then Q is decomposable.
Thus, we have shown that Q1 has rank l. We decompose Q1 in the following form
Q1 =


P1 0
. . .
0 Ps


2
where Pi ∈ Z
ki×li and
∑
ki = k − 1 and
∑
li = l. Then every Pi has rank li and no vanishing rows. Moreover,
we may assume that Pi is indecomposable for i = 1, . . . , s. Let C1 := Q
T
1Q1. By induction we have
detC1 =
s∏
i=1
det(PTi Pi) ≥
s∏
i=1
(
li(ki − li) + 1
)
.
Moreover, a variation of Sylvester’s determinant formula (see e. g. [8, Theorem 18.1.1]) shows that
detC = det(C1 + r
Tr) = detC1 + det(C1)rC
−1
1 r
T.
According to the decomposition of Q1, we can decompose r = (r1, . . . , rs) such that ri ∈ Z
li . By the hypothesis,
r is non-zero. Since Q is indecomposable, even each ri is non-zero. By induction, det(P
T
i Pi)ri(P
T
i Pi)
−1rTi ≥ li.
Therefore,
detC ≥
s∏
i=1
(
li(ki − li) + 1
)
+
s∑
i=1
li
∏
j 6=i
(
lj(kj − lj) + 1
)
.
For any non-negative integers α1, . . . , αt we have the trivial inequality 1 +
∑
αi ≤
∏
(αi + 1). We apply this
twice and obtain
l(k − l) + 1 = 1 +
( s∑
i=1
li
)(
1 +
s∑
i=1
(ki − li)
)
= 1 +
s∑
i=1
li(ki − li) +
s∑
i=1
li
(
1 +
∑
j 6=i
(kj − lj)
)
≤
s∏
i=1
(
li(ki − li) + 1
)
+
s∑
i=1
li
∏
j 6=i
(
lj(kj − lj) + 1
)
≤ detC.
This proves the first claim.
For the second claim choose x˜ ∈ Z such that
m := det(C)x˜C−1x˜T = min{det(C)xC−1xT : 0 6= x ∈ Zl}.
Obviously, the entries of x˜ are coprime. It is well known that there exists a matrix S ∈ GL(l,Z) such that the
first row of S coincides with x˜ (see e. g. [15, Corollary II.1]). After replacing Q by QS−1, the first cofactor of C
coincides with m. Let Q˜ be the matrix obtained from Q by removing the first column. Then m = det(Q˜TQ˜). Let
t be the number of non-zero rows of Q˜. We may assume that these are the first t rows of Q˜. Suppose that t ≤ l−1.
Then we can achieve as above that one column of Q has only one non-zero entry. This gives a contradiction as
before. Hence, t ≥ l. For i = 1, . . . , t, let Q˜i be the matrix consisting of the first t rows of Q˜ except the i-th row.
By the same argument as before, det(Q˜Ti Q˜i) > 0. Hence, Lemma 3 implies det(Q˜
T
i Q˜i) ≥ t − l + 1. Moreover,
every (l − 1)× (l − 1) submatrix of Q˜i shows up in exactly t − l + 1 matrices Q˜j (including j = i). Therefore,
the Cauchy-Binet formula yields
m = det(Q˜TQ˜) =
1
t− l + 1
t∑
i=1
det(Q˜Ti Q˜i) ≥ t ≥ l.
This completes the proof.
Now we prove our main theorem which generalizes [22, Theorem 1] in two different directions.
Theorem 5. Let B be a block of a finite group with Cartan matrix C. Then
k(B) ≤
detC − 1
l(B)
+ l(B) ≤ detC.
Proof. Let Q ∈ Zk(B)×l(B) be the decomposition matrix of B such that QTQ = C. By Proposition 2, Q is
indecomposable. Hence, the first inequality follows from Lemma 4. For the second inequality we may assume
that l(B) > 1. Then it is well known that l(B) < k(B). Thus by Lemma 4, l(B) ≤ detC − 1. Now the second
inequality follows easily.
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Recall that a subsection for a block B of a finite group G is a pair (u, b) where u ∈ G is a p-element and b
is a Brauer correspondent of B in CG(u). A result of Fujii [6, Corollary 1] states that detC = p
d where C is
the Cartan matrix of a block B with defect d provided all non-trivial B-subsections (u, b) satisfy l(b) = 1. If
this criterion holds, a result by Robinson [20, Theorem 3.4] already implies k(B) ≤ pd. However, the condition
detC = pd is more general as one can see by the following example: Take a non-principal 3-block of Z23 ⋊ Q8
where the kernel of the action of Q8 on Z
2
3 has order 2 (see [12, p. 40]). Then l(B) = 1, but l(b) = 2 for a
B-subsection (u, b).
Our next result concerns the sharpness of Theorem 5.
Proposition 6. Let B be a p-block of a finite group with defect d and Cartan matrix C. Suppose that
k(B) =
detC − 1
l(B)
+ l(B).
Then the following holds:
(i) detC = pd,
(ii) C = (m+ δij)i,j up to basic sets where m := (p
d − 1)/l(B),
(iii) all irreducible characters of B have height 0.
Proof. Let l := l(B), k := k(B), and let Q = (qij) be the decomposition matrix of B. In case l = k we have
k = l = 1, pd = 1 and the result is trivial. Thus, let l < k. Then in the induction step in the proof of Lemma 4,
we have that
1 +
s∑
i=1
li(ki − li) =
s∏
i=1
(
li(ki − li) + 1
)
and 1 +
∑
j 6=i
(kj − lj) =
∏
j 6=i
(
lj(kj − lj) + 1
)
(2)
for each i. The first equation shows that ki = li for all but possibly one i, say i = s. Moreover, det(P
T
i Pi) = 1
for i 6= s. This implies ki = li = 1 and Pi = (1) for i 6= s, since otherwise Pi would be decomposable. Similarly,
the second equation of (2) gives s = 1 or ls = 1. In case s > 1 we easily obtain
Q =


1 · · · 1
1 0
. . .
0 1
...
1


. (3)
After replacing Q by QS for some S ∈ GL(l,Z) and permuting rows, we get
Q =


1 0
. . .
0 1
1 · · · 1
...
. . .
...
1 · · · 1


, (4)
and C = (m′ + δij)i,j with m
′ := (detC − 1)/l. Now assume that s = 1, i. e. Q1 is indecomposable with the
notation of the proof of Lemma 4. Then detC1 = l(k− l− 1)+1. In case detC1 = 1, we must have l = 1, k = 2,
and the claim is obvious. Therefore, we may assume that k − l − 1 ≥ 1. Moreover,
det(C1)rC
−1
1 r
T = min{det(C1)xC
−1
1 x
T : 0 6= x ∈ Zl} = t = l.
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By the last part of the proof of Lemma 4, we deduce that Q1 has the same shape as Q in (3). Hence, we may
also assume that Q1 is given as in (4). Then one can show that det(C1)C
−1
1 = det(C1)1l − (k − l − 1)M where
1l is the l× l identity matrix and all entries of M are 1. Write r = (x1, . . . , xl). Then
l = det(C1)rC
−1
1 r
T =
l∑
i=1
x2i + (k − l − 1)
∑
i<j
(xi − xj)
2.
Let α := |{i : xi 6= 0}| ≥ 1. Then
l =
l∑
i=1
x2i + (k − l − 1)
∑
i<j
(xi − xj)
2 ≥ α+ (k − l − 1)α(l − α) ≥ α+ (k − l − 1)(l − α) ≥ l.
We conclude that r = ±(1, . . . , 1) or k = l+2 and xi = δij for some fixed j ∈ {1, . . . , l}. In both cases it is easy
to see that Q has the same shape as in (4). Thus altogether, we have shown that C = (m′ + δij)i,j up to basic
sets. It follows that the first l − 1 elementary divisors of C all equal 1. Since pd is also an elementary divisor,
we obtain detC = pd and m′ = m.
For the last claim, note that the heights of the irreducible characters of B can be read off the contribution matrix
M := (mij) = QC
−1QT which does not depend on the chosen basic set. In the configuration described above,
an easy calculation shows {l, pd −m} ∋ pdmii 6≡ 0 (mod p) for i = 1, . . . , k. Hence, by [5, Theorem V.9.4(iv)]
all heights equal 0.
By Brauer’s Height Zero Conjecture, the defect groups in Proposition 6 should be abelian. In fact, for any
prime power pd > 1 and any divisor t of pd − 1 we can construct examples as follows. Let T ≤ F×
pd
be a
subgroup of order t where Fpd is the field with p
d elements. Then, the principal block B of Fpd ⋊T satisfies the
hypothesis of Proposition 6 with l(B) = t. Also, any block with cyclic defect group satisfies the hypothesis (see
[5, Section VII.2]).
We may ask further, when we have equality k(B) = detC (= pd) in the situation of Proposition 6. It is easy to
see that in this case l(B) ∈ {1, pd − 1}. In both cases the defect groups must be abelian (see [16, Proposition 1
and Theorem 3] and [9, Theorem 7.1]).
Next, we elaborate on Lemma 4.
Lemma 7. Let Q ∈ Zk×l be a matrix of rank l without vanishing rows. Suppose that for every S ∈ GL(l,Z),
every column of QS has at least two non-zero entries. Then
det(QTQ) ≥ l(k − l)
except in case
Q =


1 . .
1 . .
. 1 .
. 1 .
. . 1
. . 1


S
where S ∈ GL(3,Z) and det(QTQ) = l(k − l)− 1.
Proof. We may decompose Q in the form
Q =


Q1 0
. . .
0 Qs


where Qi ∈ Z
ki×li is indecomposable,
∑
ki = k and
∑
li = l. By the hypothesis, li < ki for i = 1, . . . , s. By
Lemma 4, det(QTi Qi) ≥ li(ki − li) + 1. Hence,
det(QTQ) =
s∏
i=1
det(QTi Qi) ≥
s∏
i=1
(
li(ki − li) + 1
)
,
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and it suffices to show
s∏
i=1
(
li(ki − li) + 1
)
≥ l(k − l) =
( s∑
i=1
li
)( s∑
i=1
(ki − li)
)
(5)
except in case s = 3, l1 = l2 = l3 = 1 and k1 = k2 = k3 = 2. We use induction on s. In case s = 1 the claim is
obvious. Now let s ≥ 2. We may assume that ls ≥ li for i = 1, . . . , s. By induction we have
s∏
i=1
(
li(ki − li) + 1
)
≥
(
ls(ks − ls) + 1
)(s−1∑
i=1
li
)(s−1∑
i=1
(ki − li)
)
,
and we need to show that
ls(ks − ls)
(s−1∑
i=1
li
)(s−1∑
i=1
(ki − li)
)
≥ ls(ks − ls) + (ks − ls)
s−1∑
i=1
li + ls
s−1∑
i=1
(ki − li).
Setting α :=
∑s−1
i=1 li ≥ 2 and β :=
∑s−1
i=1 (ki − li) ≥ 2, this becomes
(lsβ − 1)((ks − ls)α − 1) > ls(ks − ls).
This is true unless ls = ks− ls = 1 and α = β = 2. In this case we must have s = 3, l1 = l2 = 1 and k1 = k2 = 2,
since l3 ≥ li. However, this configuration was excluded. In order to complete the proof, we have to show that
this exceptional case does not interfere the induction process. For this, it suffices to consider the case s = 4,
l1 = l2 = l3 = 1 and k1 = k2 = k3 = 2. Then (5) becomes
8
(
l4(k4 − l4) + 1
)
≥ (3 + l4)(3 + k4 − l4)
which is equivalent to
l4
(
7(k4 − l4)− 3
)
≥ 3(k4 − l4) + 1.
This is true since 1 ≤ l4 < k4.
A variation of Theorem 5 generalizes a result by Brandt [2, p. 515] (note that Brandt’s result only applies to
the exact Cartan matrix):
Proposition 8. Let B be a block of a finite group with Cartan matrix C = (cij) up to basic sets. Let S =
S1 ∪˙ . . . ∪˙ Sr be a partition of the set {1, . . . , l(B)}. Let CSi := (cst)s,t∈Si and
d(Si) := min
{
det(CSi),
det(CSi) + 1
|Si|
+ |Si|
}
.
Then
k(B) ≤ 1− r +
r∑
i=1
d(Si).
In particular, k(B) ≤ trC − l(B) + 1.
Proof. We may assume that k(B) > 1. Let Q = (qij) be the decomposition matrix of B, and let QSi :=
(qst)t∈Si for i = 1, . . . , r. For i = 1, . . . , α, let Pi be the matrix obtained from QS1 by removing the i-th
row. In case detPTi Pi = 0 we can achieve as usual that Q has one column with only one non-zero row. By the
orthogonality relations, B contains an irreducible character which vanishes on the p-singular elements. However,
this contradicts k(B) > 1. Hence, by Lemma 3, det(PTi Pi) ≥ α− |Si|. Now an application of the Cauchy-Binet
formula as in the proof of Lemma 4 shows that α ≤ detCS1 . Moreover, by Lemma 7, α ≤ (detCS1+1)/|S1|+|S1|.
Thus altogether, α ≤ d(S1). By Proposition 2, we may assume that Q
T
S1
QS2 6= 0 after permuting the columns
of Q if necessary. Hence, in the worst case, the non-zero rows of QS2 can only contribute d(S2) − 1 new non-
zero rows of Q. Continuing this process leads to the first claim. The last claim follows by taking Si = {i} for
i = 1, . . . , l(B).
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Similar inequalities were given in [13].
The next result concerns the open question raised in [22]. The number of irreducible characters of height 0 of
B is denoted by k0(B).
Proposition 9. Let B be a p-block of a finite group with defect d and Cartan matrix C. Suppose that there
exists a basic set such that
C =
(
C1 0
0 C2
)
where pd occurs as elementary divisor of C1 ∈ Z
l1×l1 . Then
k0(B) ≤
detC1 − 1
l1
+ l1.
Proof. Let Q1 be the part of the decomposition matrix of B such that Q
T
1Q1 = C1. Since all elementary divisors
of C2 are strictly smaller than p
d, we see that all entries of pdC−12 are divisible by p. Let χ ∈ Irr(B) be a character
whose corresponding row in Q1 is zero. Then it follows easily that the contribution p
dmχχ is divisible by p.
In particular, χ has positive height. Therefore, k0(B) is at most the number of non-zero rows of Q1. If Q1 is
indecomposable, the claim follows from Lemma 4. Now assume that Q1 is decomposable. Then by Lemma 7,
Q1 has at most (detC1)/l1 + l1 non-zero rows (observe that the exceptional case cannot occur). However, we
may decompose Q1 and replace C1 by the corresponding smaller matrix. Then the new matrix Q1 has at most
(detC1)/l1 + l1 − 1 ≤ (detC1 − 1)/l1 + l1 non-zero rows. This completes the proof.
Our next result extends a theorem by Olsson [17, Corollary 7]. The proof (following [22, Theorem 1]) makes use
of the reduction theory of quadratic forms in the sense of Minkowski. However, we will not refer to the precise
definition of a reduced form. Nevertheless, recall (see [4, p. 396]) that a reduced quadratic form corresponding
to a symmetric matrix (αij) ∈ Z
l×l satisfies
α11 ≤ . . . ≤ αll,
2|αij | ≤ αii (i < j),
2|αij ± αik ± αjk| ≤ αii + αjj (i < j < k).
Proposition 10. Let B be a p-block with defect d and l(B) ≤ 3. Then k(B) ≤ pd.
Proof. By [18, Corollaries 5 and 7] we may assume that l(B) = 3 and p ≥ 3. Let C = (cij) be the Cartan
matrix of B (up to basic sets). Let pe ≤ pf < pd be the elementary divisors of C. We consider C˜ := pdC−1.
By [20, Corollary 2.5], we may assume that C˜, considered as a quadratic form, does not represent the number
1. On the other hand, by [5, Theorem V.9.17], we may assume that C˜ represents 2. Thus, after changing the
basis set, we may assume that the first cofactor of C is c22c33 − c
2
23 = 2p
e+f . Let cij := 3
−ecij ∈ Z. We may
assume that the matrix
(
c22 c23
c23 c33
)
is reduced as quadratic form (this will not change the cofactor). By [1], we
have 4c22c33 − c
2
22 = 3c22c33 + c22(c33 − c22) ≤ 8p
f−e and
c22 + c33 ≤
5
4
c22 +
2pf−e
c22
=: f(c22).
Moreover, c22 ≤ 2
√
2pf−e/3. Now f is a convex function on the interval [1, 2
√
2pf−e/3] which assumes its
maximum on one of the two borders. One can show that f(1) ≥ f(2
√
2pf−e/3) unless pf−e = 1 (and then
c22 = 1). Therefore in any case,
c22 + c33 ≤ p
e⌊f(1)⌋ = pe + 2pf .
Let Q be the decomposition matrix of B, and let α be the number of rows of Q of the form (∗, 0, 0). It is easy
to see that
k(B) ≤ α+ c22 + c33 ≤ α+ p
e + 2pf .
By [19, Proposition 2.2] the matrix pd1k(B) − QC˜Q
T is positive semidefinite. Let Q1 be the submatrix of Q
consisting only of the rows of type (∗, 0, 0). Then also L := pd1α − Q1C˜Q
T
1 = p
d1α − 2Q1Q
T
1 is positive
semidefinite. In particular,
0 ≤ detL = det(13 − 2p
−dQT1Q1)p
αd ≤ (1− 2p−dα)pαd
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and α ≤ pd/2 (see [8, Theorem 18.1.1]). Hence, we have proved that
k(B) ≤
pd
2
+ pe + 2pf ≤
pd
2
+ 3pf .
In order to show k(B) ≤ pd it suffices to handle the cases p = 3, f = d − 1 and p = 5, e = f = d − 1. We
consider the latter case first. Then C˜ has elementary divisors 1, 5, 5. This allows only finitely many choices for
C˜ up to basic sets. By the Brandt-Intrau-Schiemann tables [14] it follows that
C˜ =

2 1 01 3 0
0 0 5

 and C = 5d−1

 3 −1 0−1 2 0
0 0 1

 .
In this case the claim follows by [13, Theorem A].
Finally, suppose that p = 3 and f = d− 1. Then C˜ has elementary divisors 1, 3, 3d−e. After replacing the basic
set if necessary, we may assume that
C˜ =

2 1 ǫ1 a b
ǫ b c

 .
with ǫ ∈ {0, 1} and 2|b| ≤ min{a, c} (but not necessarily a ≤ c). Assume first that b = 0. Since the greatest
common divisor of all the 2 × 2 minors of C˜ equals 3 (see [21, Theorem 9.64]), we get ǫ = 0. Then, a ∈
{2, (3d−e − 1)/2}. In the second case, the claim follows from [13, Theorem A]. Hence, we may assume that
C˜ =

2 1 .1 2 .
. . 3d−e

 and C = 3e

2 · 3d−e−1 −3d−e−1 .−3d−e−1 2 · 3d−e−1 .
. . 1

 .
If no row of the decomposition matrix of B has type (0, 0, ∗), then we are done by [13]. Hence, let χ ∈ Irr(B)
whose corresponding row has the form qχ = (0, 0, ∗). Let M := (mij) = QC˜Q
T be the contribution matrix
of B (strictly speaking, multiplied by pd). Since trM = 3dl(B) = 3d+1 (see [5, Theorem V.9.4(iii)]), we may
assume that there is a row qψ of Q (ψ ∈ Irr(B)) such that qψC˜q
T
ψ = 2. It is easy to see that qψ has the form
qψ = (∗, ∗, 0). This implies mχψ = 0, and ψ has positive height by [5, Theorem V.9.5]. However, this gives the
contradiction qψC˜q
T
ψ ≥ 9 (see [5, Theorem V.9.4(iv)]).
Therefore, we are left with the case b 6= 0. Here, by the Brandt-Intrau-Schiemann tables we may assume that
det C˜ ≥ 81, i. e. e+ 1 < f = d− 1. Since the greatest common divisor of all the 2× 2 minors of C˜ equals 3, we
get |2b− ǫ| ≥ 3. Hence, there exists a sign δ = ±1 such that |1+ ǫ+ δb| ≥ 3. The reduction theory gives a, c ≥ 4
(observe that apart from interchanging a and c, we may assume that C˜ is reduced). Moreover, 2a − 1 ≡ 0
(mod 3) and a ≥ 5. Similarly, c ≥ 5. By [1], ac ≤ det C˜ = 3d−e+1. This shows
a+ c ≤ 5 +
3d−e+1
5
.
For the entries of C we get c22 = 3
e−1(2c − ǫ2) ≤ 3e−1 · 2c, c33 = 3
e−1(2a − 1) and |c23| = 3
e−1|2b − ǫ| ≥ 3e.
Hence,
c22 + c33 − |c23| ≤ 3
e−1
(
6 +
2
5
3d−e+1
)
.
Since 3d−e+1 ≥ 81, we deduce c22 + c33 − |c23| ≤ 3
d/2. Now the argument in the first part of the proof in
combination with [13] yields k(B) ≤ α+ c22 + c33 − |c23| ≤ 3
d, and we are done.
Let B be a counterexample for Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture. Then the decomposition matrix Q of B fulfills the
following properties:
(i) Q ∈ Zk×l≥0 ,
(ii) no row of Q vanishes,
(iii) all elementary divisors of Q equal 1,
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(iv) Q is indecomposable,
(v) QTQ has a unique largest elementary divisor which is a power of a prime p, say pd,
(vi) every diagonal entry of (mij) := p
dQ(QTQ)−1QT is either divisible by p2 or not divisible by p,
(vii) if mij = 0, then p
2 | mii and p
2 | mjj ,
(viii) k > pd.
We were unable to find any matrix Q with these constraints. Thus, there is some hope that Brauer’s Conjecture
follows from matrix theory.
3 Major subsections
In this section we replace the Cartan matrix of a block B by the Cartan matrix of a major B-subsection. Recall
that a B-subsection (u, b) is major if b and B have the same defect. This is always the case for blocks with
abelian defect groups.
Theorem 11. Let B be a p-block of a finite group G. Let (u, b) be a major B-subsection such that |〈u〉| = pr
and b has defect d and Cartan matrix C. If det(p−rC) = pd−r, then Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture holds for B.
Proof. It is well known that b dominates a block b of CG(u)/〈u〉 with defect d−r and Cartan matrix C := p
−rC.
Let Q be the decomposition matrix of b. Then by Proposition 2, Q is indecomposable. Therefore, Lemma 4
implies
min{pdxC−1xT : 0 6= x ∈ Zl} = min{det(C)xC
−1
xT : 0 6= x ∈ Zl} ≥ l(b) = l(b).
Now the claim follows from a result by Brauer (see [5, Theorem V.9.17]).
Theorem 11 generalizes Brauer’s argument for the case where b has cyclic defect group (see [5, Lemma VII.10.11]).
In general it is not true that
m = min{xpdC−1xT : 0 6= x ∈ Zl(B)} ≥ l(B)
for every block B with defect d and Cartan matrix C. A counterexample is given by the principal 2-block of
Z32 ⋊ (Z7 ⋊ Z3). Here, m = 4 < 5 = l(B). This answers a question by Olsson (see [18, Remark G]).
Definition 12. A group G acts freely on a group H if G ≤ Aut(H) and CG(h) = 1 for all 1 6= h ∈ H (i. e.
H ⋊G is a Frobenius group whenever G 6= 1).
Corollary 13. Let B be a block with abelian defect group D and inertial quotient T . Suppose that there exists
an element u ∈ D such that CT (u) acts freely on D/〈u〉. Then k(B) ≤ |D|.
Proof. We consider a B-subsection (u, b). Then b has defect group D and inertial quotient CT (u). As usual b
dominates a block b with defect group D/〈u〉 and inertial quotient CT (u). By the hypothesis, all non-trivial
b-subsections (v, β) have inertial index 1. In particular, l(β) = 1. By a result by Fujii [6, Corollary 1], it follows
that detC = |D/〈u〉| where C is the Cartan matrix of b. Now Theorem 11 implies the claim.
The condition in Corollary 13 is equivalent to CT (u) ∩ CT (v) = 1 for all v ∈ D \ 〈u〉. By a result of Halasi and
Podoski [7, Corollary 1.2], it is known that there are always some elements u, v ∈ D such that CT (u)∩CT (v) =
1.
For abelian defect groups, Corollary 13 is all what one can expect to deduce from Theorem 11. This can be seen
from the following example: Let D be an abelian p-group and let T ≤ Aut(D) be a p′-group which does not
act freely on D. Then by [5, Theorem IV.3.11], the Cartan matrix C of the principal p-block of D⋊ T satisfies
detC > |D|.
We remark also that, by [11, Theorem 1.2], the stable center of the block bu in the proof of Corollary 13 is a
symmetric algebra.
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Corollary 14 (Brauer, see [5, Theorem VII.10.13]). Let B be a block with abelian defect group of rank at most
2. Then Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture holds for B.
Proof. Let D be a defect group of B, and let T be the inertial quotient of B. We fix an element u ∈ D of maximal
order. Then CT (u) acts freely on the cyclic group D/〈u〉. Hence, the claim follows from Corollary 13.
Compared to Brauer’s original proof, the proof of Corollary 14 does not depend on Dade’s deep theory of cyclic
defect groups.
As another application of Corollary 13 we give a more concrete example: Let B be a block with defect group
Z72 and inertial quotient Z127⋊Z7. Then Brauer’s k(B)-Conjecture does not follow from previous results by the
present author in [24]. However, Corollary 13 applies in this situation.
We use the opportunity to provide a dual version of [24, Lemma 5] which makes use of a recent result by
Keller-Yang [10].
Proposition 15. Let B be a block with abelian defect group D and inertial quotient T . If |T ′| ≤ 4, then Brauer’s
k(B)-Conjecture holds for B.
Proof. As usual, the action of T on D is faithful and coprime. By [10, Theorem 1.1] there exists an element
u ∈ D such that |CT (u)| ≤ 4. Now the claim follows from [24, Lemma 4].
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